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Well, all this and something more is alread posted in XOOPS Brasil Forum
The problem is ozp11 want the XOOPS like a copy of Orkut (from google).
As i said in XT, XOOPS is a CMS. And in this case, "C" is from Content, not Comunity...
Xoops is made for content sites, so if you want to use the XOOPS for work like orkut you must to
adapt he to your needs...
Quote:
7 - There should be a shortcut at the user page to add any type of contend available on the system
(news, links, articles, dowloads) This improve a personal sense for the user, like he is adding his own
contend.
This is what im talking about to adapt: Like i said before in XT: Go to admin blocks, make a custom
block with links to the page of news send, downloads send, etc. Put a name in block like: Send:,
Help us sending:, Contribute with us:
So you will have a block (and the advantage of a block is you can show in wharever page you want,
even in all the site, and to an especific group, like just for members) like this:
Help us sending: (this is the block title)
News
Download
Article
I told you to see the block of contribution in XT, is like this example. Is so hard to create a block
like this?
And if you want to add an option to user save pages in favorites, install the module shortcuts, so
each user can save your own favorite pages, even some user acount page (so you can use this as a
buddy list too).
You dont need to wait for buddy list feature in CBB or other module, just install the module
shortcuts...
Another example of bad adaptation: In XT, you told "Im having many problems because users put
realname in username and than dont put real name in the real name area".
And why you dont edit the registration template page and include there an explanation of what users
must do in the fields? Is so simple: put a text like "Bellow you can see the fields. In field 'username'
put your nickname or your first name. In 'real name' put your real name."
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Again, is so hard to add this little text in reg. form?
And is your users making confusion, so YOU need to adapt the XOOPS explaning better, because
other sites dont have this user problem (almost sites dont care about real names...).
In my case, users was having problem with hotmail, yahoo, etc. because hotmail send the email of
registration like spam. So, i edited the text about to confirm registration, including a text telling to
check the spam area if using hotmail or yahoo.
I was having this problem, so i made an adaptation to tell for the users about this...
About core, you can't ask to include everything in core. Must be the inverse: the core (kernel) must
be only for make the modules and themes to work. The core must be invisible, all the visible areas in
the site must be made with modules and themes.
You must take a look in Linux, as i said in XT. What is linux? Linux is just a Kernel. So, you can use a
linux saved in a little 1.44 MB old disk. This little linux can be used like a firewall in a pc 386 for
intranets.
Or you can take a full Debian distribuction, with a lot of GB.
In xoops, must be like this, so i think its better exclude from core things like comments, banners,
private message and even the system module in future (gijoe already making another system
module, than the actual can be just an option in future).
So, instead you ask to include things in core, i think you must ask for new modules or ask to include
some functions in actual modules...

I asked you in XT about the drupal and you dont answer: Why drupal is web 2.0 and XOOPS is web
1.0? I dont use drupal, so i want to know why he is so better.
You dont answer another question in XT too: You told there about "Today Sites dont use anymore
this", "Today sites are like that", but you dont show any site like you want to your own... The only site
you use for comparison is Orkut... So i ask you again: Which CMS "Today" is like orkut?
Content Management System is Content Management System. Orkut is Orkut. I think if you want a
CMS to work as far as possible like orkut, you are using the wrong "C". Try a CMS (Comunity
Management System)
And about the text used (avatar, private message, etc.) i dont understand why you are posting here if
you use the portuguese language... About tems of language, you must ask to those who make the
portuguese versions. Contact the Barroca, he is one of the most active traductor for portuguese. Go
to www.XOOPS.org and tell about your preferences.
Most important: i think you dont understand, but the text of languages are just DEFAULT text. YOU
define what is better in your site. Is impossible to make an "universal default", each one adjust to
your needs.
I think its a waste of time discuss about the better default text... Default is default (in english,
portuguese...), nothing more...
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